Answering Unit 1 Questions

Answering a 5 mark
question
✴

5 minutes to answer the question

✴

Focus is on facts not opinion or analysis

5 factual points or 3 factual points and 2 good
examples
✴

✴

Write in sentences not bullet points

Can be 5 sentences making 5 distinct points or 3
points with examples
✴

Answering a 10
mark question
✴

10 minutes to answer the question

✴

Heavy focus on knowledge and understanding (7marks)

✴

3 marks for evaluation of the points

Usually 3 points required with development of the point
(unless question states otherwise)
✴

✴

Contemporary examples

Example Structure:
Paragraph 1
- Point
- Explanation (development of the point)
- Example and short evaluation of the point
Paragraph 2
- Point
- Explanation (development of the point)
- Example and short evaluation of the point
Paragraph 3
- Point
- Explanation (development of the point)
- Example and short evaluation of the point

Answering a 25
mark question
✴

25 minutes

✴

Generally two types of question stems:
✴‘To
✴

what extent... ‘

‘Assess the advantages of... ‘

✴When

asks for balance: 2 or 3 points on either side with
conclusion
✴

When asks to assess 1 area : 5 or 6 points and conclusion

✴

P E E L approach to paragraphing
✴

Make a point (P)

✴

Explain that point (E)

✴

Example the point (E)

✴

Link that point to the question (L)

Make sure you can answer the 25 mark before starting the
5/10 mark Q.
✴

If the question asks you to discuss a term or event, briefly
give the context in intro
✴

✴Answer

your question in the conclusion

How you are graded
✴

You are graded on 3 areas:
✴AO1

- Facts and Explanation (q. a,b,c)

✴AO2

- Evaluation and Analysis (q. b & c)

✴AO3

- Communication (Paragraphing, structure,
terms, coherence) (q. c)

✴

Minimum 2 sides

Show balance but also give your argument
(answer the question)
✴

Always time yourself - 25 marks is where you
achieve most so don’t go beyond 15 minutes for
the first 2 questions and spend 25 minutes on the
25 mark question.
✴

Answering Unit 2 Questions

Answering a 5 mark
question
✴

5 minutes to answer the question

Take 3 points (or 2 if the question specifies) from
source and explain the points from own
understanding
✴

Don’t quote the source, paraphrase in your own
words.
✴

✴

Suggested structure
✴‘The

first point from the source is... ’ then explain
the point
✴‘The

second point from the source is... ’ then
explain the point
✴‘The

third point in the source is... ’ then explain
the point

Answering a 10
mark question
✴

Source and own knowledge

2 points from source and 2 points from own
knowledge unless the question specifies 3
✴

✴

Suggested structure (bit clunky!):

✴

Para1: From the source I can take...

✴

Para 2: From the source I can also take...

✴

Para 3: From my own knowledge I also know...

Para 4: Finally from my own understanding I also
know...
✴

25 mark question identical to unit 1 - no need for
source quotations.
✴

Answering a 40
mark question
Consider doing this FIRST as you need to spend
40 minutes on this!
✴

✴

MAKE a PLAN - even if that is for 5 minutes

Build a structure - need 7-8 points (3-4 on either
side) - although this is not rigid and maybe fewer.
✴

Must have an introduction - show appreciation of
topic and if you want how you propose to answer it
✴

✴

Pay attention to key words

✴

There may be more than 2 sides to the debate

✴

Remember P E E L

✴REMEMBER
✴

paragraphing

Always focus each para on title

Remember start by displaying your knowledge
and then analyse
✴

✴

Have a conclusion where you answer the question

